Editorial Note
The Publication Committee of NMIMS Kirit P. Mehta School of
Law, Mumbai is pleased to send off the batch of 2021 with the
publication of the annual yearbook celebrating the graduating
batch.
This edition features the staples of a yearbook: photographs of the
graduating students accompanied by a quote from each student
that, to them, best embodies their half-decade experience at
KPMSOL. Adding an innovative spin to the classics, this edition
highlights superlatives; a menu-card of the droolworthy delicacies
in and around KPMSOL; iconic characters and which batchmate
most encapsulates their tendencies; personal messages from
faculty, juniors, and batchmates; and signatures. A new section,
‘Quarantined’ signifies the markedly novel era of today,
platforming the graduating class’ thoughts and feelings about
COVID-19, the ensuing lockdown, and more.
We are immensely proud of the graduating batch, and wish them
the very best of luck going forward!
Warm Regards,
The Publication Committee
2020- 2021
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Photos and Quotes

All your favorite orders

All your favorite Bollywood
characters but make it KPMSOL

Votes are in, let's see who wins

Your teachers, juniors and fellow
batchmates would like to share their
wonderful memories of you

Weird times call for a weird section
of the yearbook

Had to virtually carry on this
tradition

B.B.A. LL.B. (Hons.)

B.B.A. LL.B.

ABHAY GAUR

"IT'S NOT WHO I AM
UNDERNEATH, BUT WHAT I DO
THAT DEFINES ME." – BRUCE
WAYNE, BATMAN BEGINS
ADITYA RAJ DUTTA

THINGS END BUT MEMORY
LAST FOREVER

ANUSHKA SHARMA

I WISH I COULD BUT I DON'T
WANT TO.

ABHIJEET NAIR

THEY CAME HERE FOR
PLACEMENTS, I CAME HERE
TO FIGURE OUT LOOPHOLES

ADITYA PRATAP SINGH RATHOD

FEEL THE CHANGE

AKANKSHA BADHIKA

AMAN SETHIYA

WHILE WE YEARN FOR THE BEST,
KPMSOL MADE ME THINK OVER THE
PATH WHICH LEADS US TO THE BEST.

अं त तः स ब ठ को स ला ह !

ARMAAN MOTIWALA

A GETAWAY FROM REALITY
TO PREPARE FOR REALITY!

APOORVA BHONSLE

YOU'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT'S
COMING NEXT!

B.B.A. LL.B.
VEDANT ERANDE

APOORVA CHANDRACHUR

WE DIDN'T REALIZE WE WERE
MAKING MEMORIES; WE JUST
KNEW WE WERE HAVING FUN.

IT IS WHAT IT IS.

AYUSH SACHDEVA

THANK YOU NMIMS FOR
TEACHING ME 'FRIENDSHIP,
UNDERSTANDING, COMMUNITY,
KINDNESS, YOUTH, OPTIMISM,
AND UNITY

BHAKTI PREMCHANDI

DEADLINES JAAYE BHAAD MEI,
EYELINER ON POINT HONA
CHAHIE.

CHINTAN GANDHI

DEVASHI KATLANA

8 HOURS A DAY, 6 DAYS A
WEEK AND 11 GUYS. THE ONLY
KPMSOL I KNOW!!

WISH COULD HAVE HAD
A MASS BUNK!

ASHAAR SAKARIA

I DON'T GAMBLE, BUT THERE IS
ONE I'LL BET ON IS THAT I WON'T
BE AS HAPPY AS I WAS IN THESE 5
YEARS :')
CHAITANYA BHATIA

SUITS WAS A LIE

DIVYA PRIYANK

SWITCH TO THE NEXT SEMESTER
TO GET YOUR NEW SET OF
SURPRISES!!

B.B.A. LL.B.
VINAYAK PURI

CAN I PLEASE STAY ANOTHER
YEAR?- SAID NO ONE

HARSHITA SHAH

I PUT MY GRADES UP FOR
ADOPTION SINCE I COULDN'T
RAISE THEM

KRISH JAIN

I AM NOW GOOD WITH WORDS.
BUT, NOT CREATIVE.

GARIMA AGARWAL

BE SILLY, BE KIND, BE
HONEST!

JYOTSANA UPLAVDIA

HARSH MALPANI

A DRAMA WITH A HAPPY ENDING

KARTIK MISHRA

MY SENTENCE IS UP. I’M FINALLY FREE!

WHEN YOU SEE A GOOD MOVE,
LOOK FOR A BETTER ONE.

LAVINA BHARGAV

VAIBHAV GUPTA

I WOULD LIKE TO THANK MY ARMS
FOR ALWAYS BEING BY MY SIDE. MY
LEGS FOR ALWAYS SUPPORTING ME
AND FINALLY MY FINGERS; BECAUSE I
COULD ALWAYS COUNT ON THEM

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS
MAGIC, JUST ILLUSION.THINGS
ONLY CHANGE WHEN WE
CHANGE THEM. THEN IT SEEMS
LIKE MAGIC.

B.B.A. LL.B.

NEHA DOSHI

“ONLY IF A MOCK FIRE DRILL
COULD BE CONVERTED INTO A
REAL ONE.”-ANONYMOUS

PRABHANSHU CHATURVEDI

NIDHI AGRAWAL

IF YOU MEET THE RIGHT PEOPLE,
EVERYTHING BECOMES
WORTHWHILE

PRAGYA GUPTA

REMEMBER, HOPE IS A GOOD
THING, MAYBE THE BEST OF
THINGS, AND NO GOOD THING
EVER DIES.
PRAKALATHAN BATHEY

A MARATHON WHICH FEELS
LIKE A 100M SPRINT NOW

PRANJALI SHARMA

THANK YOU LARRY TESLER,
YOU'RE AN INSPIRATION

PRACHI TRIVEDI

AMAZING JOURNEY, FINALLY
OVER😂!

PRAGYA MISHRA

SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO FIND
OUT WHAT YOU ARE SUPPOSED
TO BE DOING BY DOING THE
THINGS
PRATITI SHAH

“A LAWYER WILL DO ANYTHING
TO THE CASE, SOMETIMES HE
WILL EVEN TELL THE TRUTH.”PATRICK MURRAY

B.B.A. LL.B.

RACHIT BAJUJA

CAN I PLEASE STAY ANOTHER
YEAR? -SAID NO ONE EVER
RITU CHOUDHARY

EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME

SAMKIT JAIN

LAW SCHOOL HAS TAUGHT ME
IS TO KNOW WHEN TO FIGHT.
AND WHEN YOU GOTTA FIGHT,
IT BETTER BE A K.O.

RAJEEV SHARMA

SOMETIMES IT'S BEST TO
JUST OBSERVE.
SANIKA SURVE

“AND I KNEW EXACTLY WHAT
TO DO. BUT IN A MUCH MORE
REAL SENSE , I HAD NO IDEA
WHAT TO DO.”- THIS IS WHEN
MICHEAL SCOTT SPOKE ON MY
BEHALF FOR MY YEARS IN THE
LAW SCHOOL!
SAMANYU KUMAR

TO ALL THE PROFESSORS WHO I
CONNED WITH PROXIES: YOU
GUYS ARE STILL SMART, DON’T
WORRY.

RUTVI DOSHI

TEMPORARY MARKS, BUT
PERMANENT FRIENDSHIPS!
SAURAB SHARMA

ब र स र ही थी बा र श बा ह र ; औ र वो
भी ग र हा था मु झ म ।

SHAURYA KUMAR
RANJAN
SAMANYU

QUILL "LET'S WAIT FOR THE
NEXT DEADLINE"

B.B.A. LL.B.

SUBHAM SARANGI

" WE CAME HERE NOT TO
MAKE ENEMIES, WE CAME
HERE TO MAKE NEW FRIENDS"
BY SIR THOMAS SHELBY
SMEET MADLANI

IT IS VERY HARD TO COME TO
TERMS WITH THE END BUT YOU
GOTTA SAY GOODBYE THEN

SHREYAS BALAJI

HAKUNA MATATA

TANVI KAPDE

IT WAS ALL ABOUT THE
TRANSITIONING FROM
STARBUCKS TO ASIAD.

SHREYA CHAMARIA

TAKE IT ALL ONE DAY AT A
TIME AND ENJOY YOUR
JOURNEY!

TANUJ MODI

IF TOMORROW ISN’T THE DUE
DATE, THE TODAY ISN’T THE
DO DATE!

EVANSHI GARG

NISHMA DESAI

NIMIT GUPTA

NONE OF MY ASSIGNMENTS ARE
DONE BUT I SURE AM.

I MADE TWO FRIENDS IN 5 YEARS
AND THEY’RE BOTH NEXT TO ME.

HOW BAD OF A DECISION CAN
IT REALLY BE IF NO ONE FROM
THE FUTURE COMES TO STOP
YOU?

B.A. LL.B. (Hons.)

B.A. LL.B.

ABHAY BHOJAK

ADITYA BAKSHI

AMIT TIWARI

DON’T STRESS. DO YOUR BEST.
FORGET THE REST.

"OM ASATO MAA SAD-GAMAYA |
TAMASO MAA JYOTIR-GAMAYA |
MRTYOR-MAA AMRTAM
GAMAYA |"

ONE FLOOR WORTH
MEMORIES FOR LIFETIME

ANUNAY SHRIVASTAVA

AMAN BHARADWAJ

ANSHEE BHATIA

END TAK FIGHT!

ARUNDHATI BARMAN ROY

EK HALF CORRIDOR KI KIMAT
KHAALI HUM JAANTE HAIN.
ADITYA BAKSHI

UDNE KO 100 PANKH DIE HAI
CHADNE KO KHILA AASMAN
MUDNE KO HAI KARWAT
AUR
UDNE KO POORA JAHAAN

"HOPELESS HAI TU PHIR BHI
THODI HOPE HAI"

ASHUTOSH MISHRA

ANSHUL MORDIA

AZAAD HAI TOH YE SAPNE, YE
PAL, YE BAATEIN, YE NAZARIYE,
YE SOCH
JINHE MAIN HAR RAAT APNE
SIRHAANE RAKH KE SOTA HOON

GUSTAAKH DILL, PLACEMENT K
LIYEEE, BETAAB HAIII, OH JAANE
JAAAN....😜

B.A. LL.B.

AYUSH JHIGRAN

BHOOMI SHAH

SAFAR KHUBSURAT THA
MANZIL SE BHI!

व त क कै द म ज़ द गी है म ग र , चं द घ ड़ यां
य ही ह जो आ ज़ा द है

CHAITANYA SURI

YOUR IN-HOUSE HI-TECH
MUNDA SIGNING OFF 😉
GARGI CHATTERJEE

ART. 19(1) KYA HEIN?

ADITYA BAKSHI

DARSHIL MASHRU

CLARISSA D LIMA

"IF YOU DON'T GET LOST,
THERE'S A CHANCE YOU MAY
NEVER BE FOUND".

DUSHYANT AGRAWAL

"ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS
WELL"

HARSHITA GUPTA

NAACH MERI RANI

ISHANVI MISHRA

"THAT'S WHAT" - SHE

B.A. LL.B.

KAMAL GOYAL

KOMAL SINGH

KEYUR GANDI

IF PUT TO THE PINCH, AN
OUNCE OF LOYALTY IS WORTH
A POUND OF CLEVERNESS.

HAPPINESS LIKE SUGAR;
SURPRISING LIKE GIN,
HAPPENED TO MAKE FAMILY LIKE
FRIENDS; THOUGH THERE'S THIS
VAGUE END.

ACCEPT, EXCEPT OR EXPECT.
CHOOSE WISELY

MOKSHA KOTHARI

NIKITA GUPTA

NITIN JAIN

ONE LAST CHEERS TO LIVING THE
DREAM BOLLYWOOD LIFE IN COLLEGE

FROM CHEAP THRILLS WITH COLD
WATER IN PARTICULA TO BEING
BROWN MUNDE WITH LAAL BINDIS, IT
WAS A NICE JOURNEY

A SECOND CHANCE AT LIFE

PAVAN SIDDHARDH

THE BEST PART IS WE HAVE
LIVED EACH AND EVERY
MOMENT OF THESE FIVE YEARS!

PRATEEK PANDEY

NMIMS IS ONE OF THE PLACE
WHICH WILL GRIND YOU, MAKE
YOU FEEL LIKE LEAVING IT, BUT
STICK TO IT AND IT WILL TURN
OUT TO BE YOUR BEST YEARS OF
YOUR LIFE

PRADHUMAN LATTA

ME: CHILLING DURING COLLEGE
TIME
CAREER: WHAT ABOUT ME?
ME: COUNSEL PLEADS
IGNORANCE 😂😂

B.A. LL.B.
PRIYANSHU AGARWAL

PRERIT JAIN

THOSE WERE THE BEST DAYS OF
M Y L I F E . का श ये प ल ए क बा र फ र लौ ट
आए।

WHY DOES EVERYTHING
NEED TO BE PERFECT

RADHIKA GOENKA

YOU'RE NOT ADITI'S SUKHA BHEL.
YOU CANNOT MAKE EVERYBODY
HAPPY!

SAMPURNA KANUNGO

SOME WILL CALL IT PRACTICE,
SOME WILL CALL IT LUCK; BUT
EITHER WAY YOU'RE GOING TO
THE HISTORY BOOKS

RITU JAGWANI

MAD HEART, BE BRAVE!

SAMYAK JAIN

SANJANA BHASIN

IT WOULD BE STRANGE HOW I
WOULD BE HOLDING ON TO THE
PIECES OF KPMSOL WHILE
AWAITING FOR MY FUTURE.

NEVER GIVE UP ON GOOD FOOD
AND GREAT WINE, REST ALL IS
FINE :)

SANCHITA PUJARI

SANYUKTA GUPTA

THE MORE I LAUGHED, THE
LESS I COULD SEE

WHEN THE LAST BELL RINGS, I
MIGHT ACTUALLY MISS THIS
PLACE.

B.A. LL.B.

SHAARANG IYER

SHUBHAM MANDIL

YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE
EQUIPPED TO SURVIVE THE
SITUATION YOU'RE IN.

OUR FRESHER'S PARTY
WAS THE BEST

VAISHNAVI VYAS

VIKRAM KUMAR

AN EMOTIONAL ROLLER
COASTER RIDE LOADED WITH
LOVE, LAUGHTER,
LIVELINESS

YES I CAN AND I WILL, IT MIGHT
BE EITHER TODAY OR
TOMORROW BUT DEFINITELY IT
WILL

MUSKAAN MITTAL

ANSHITA AGARWAL

BRO PLEASE PROXY LAGWADO

KISMAT KI HAWA
KABHI NARAM, KABHI
GARAMOTE

VAISHALI ADHIKARI

WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER THESE 5 YEARS
FOR ALL THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE I MET IN
LAW SCHOOL, WHO'VE MADE THE
STRUGGLE BEARABLE AND THE
HEADACHES WORTH IT.

DHANANJAI SHEKHAWAT

YOU COULDN'T HANDLE MY
UNDIVIDED ATTENTION DWIGHT SCHRUTE

SAI BISTRO

FAVORITE
ORDERS
FOOD & RESTAURANTS

8TH FLOOR
Misal Pav
Chai
Veg Cheese Toast
Toast Butter
Vegetable Maggi
Cheese Chutney
Masala Toast
Schezwan Rice
Idli
Coffee
Sukha Bhel
Dahi Puri
Pav bhaji
Mixed Uttapam

Chai
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Samosa
Bun Maska
Cheese Chutney
Toast
Mushroom Cheese
Grill
Corn Mayo Grilled
Sandwich
Grilled Cheese
Sandwich
Cheese Chilli Grill
Multigrain Focaccia

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

OTHERS
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

Jini Dosa @Anand Dosa
Idli Wada @Mumma's
Idli Vada @Anna's
Butter Chicken @Shamiya
Vada Pav @Anand
SBI Tapri Chai
Hong Kong Fried Rice
Mayo Sheczwan
Murg Mussalman Rice
@Carter's Blue
Jini Dosa @Mumma's Idli
Idli Vada @Anna's
Oreo Shake @Janta Dairy

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

MESSAGES
FROM THE TEACHERS

My Dear Students:
The glittering new leaves on the trees attest to the endless renewal that is life. It has been one of
my greatest joys to witness and participate in one of the most significant journeys of your life. It
has been with the help of your clear hearts and bright minds — brimming with ambition and
creativity — that even in the face of adversities, you have emerged triumphant atop what can only
be described as an uphill journey. However, as you look out into the horizon, that is nothing short
of a bright future; let me urge you to seize opportunities, realize your potential, and make the
most out of your talents.
As you leave the doors of this institute, much like caterpillars leaving the cocoon, you emerge
strong, skilled, and learned. As you step into the real world, it would be remiss of me to not
emphasize upon the importance of hard work and discipline. The path beyond these very doors is
not a straight and easy one, but it is paved with a variety of encounters — both positive and
negative. In the troughs of life, remember the importance of ambition and dedication to your
work, and display courage. In the crests of it, however, remember that your humility and
humanity speak volumes. It is these traits, that will set you apart from the herd.
On behalf of the institution, allow me to extend my heartiest of congratulations and the best of
my wishes to your batch. Your batch, through your innovation and dedication, has indeed
epitomized what the values of this institute purport. With this, you have become an example to
emulate for several years to come. To have played a role in your growth into the upstanding
people that you are today has been a matter of pride for me and KPMSoL. Thank you for
respecting and embracing what we offered you. Stay with us into the future.
With the positivity and sincerity displayed by you, no shadow of a doubt has been left that you
shall continue to be trailblazers in the real world, that continue to embody the values of the
institute and serve as inspiration to those following in your footsteps.
Congratulations again and best wishes for your future endeavors!
-Dr. Alok Misra, Dean

Dear Students:
The journey that the Batch of 2021 has commenced on was extraordinary to say the least. Bearing
witness to that journey, no matter how complicated and convoluted, was tremendously inspiring.
Today, however, marks the end of a bittersweet journey and the overcoming of the near-constant
Herculean obstacles that were littered on your journey.
Your graduation transports me back to a time when my eyes glistened with the anticipation and
excitement of what lay beyond my college life, alongside the hope of making the most of it. I can see
the same reflecting through your eyes even in these challenging circumstances. It is the perseverance
which you have shown in these times that makes it even more easy and convincing for me to say that,
your batch serves as a great inspiration for us and your juniors. Not only in your triumph over all
adversities, but more so in the sharp and tactful nature of observation and response which everyone
here at KPMSoL is in awe of.
While the path beyond the doors of our institution may not always be a comforting one, you shall
always have a home to come back to — your alma mater. As someone who has been in your shoes, I
would encourage you to have faith in yourself; believe in your own strength and capabilities, because
you are stronger than you think and capable of more than you know.
With you, you carry the insignia and the repute of NMIMS Kirit P. Mehta School of Law, Mumbai,
into the world and the sea of opportunities that await you. Your sense of duty towards the name of
your institute accompanied with the ambition that you leave our doors with, shall be the guiding light
on this new and exciting path that you are to commence on. If your sojourn here has taught you
anything, let it be that life is about the journey that we set out on and the lessons we learn on the
path, not the destination itself.
As you have done so phenomenally at KPMSoL, continue to blaze the trail for the generations that
follow in your very footsteps.
-Harshal Shah, Mentor
To my dear batch of 2016-2021
What a journey it has been done you guys! I had the opportunity of teaching you when you were fairly
young in the system , and then in the last two years of your law school journey. I saw you grow from
enthusiastic novices to thorough professionals in front of my eyes. I know the last one and half years
have been tough on you, Although the situation seems difficult now, your resilience will take you a
long way! I am super proud of your achievements and I wish you all the very best in life.
- Prof. Sohini Shrivastav, Asst. Dean

Dear Batch of 2021,
Here's wishing you many many congratulations for successfully completing five years at KAPAMSOL I
know the end is not even close to what you planned but let nothing pull you down. The last three years
with you guys around was truly special for me as you were the first batch who I taught ever in my life, so
you will always have a special place in my heart. Thank you for not just being my favourite bunch of
students but also being my friends. We will truly miss seeing you in the corridor. Also, welcome to the real
world, it sucks but you are going to love it! Loads of love and wishes.
-Prof. Jharna Sahijwani
Dear Students, It’s sad to see you leave especially
bidding you goodbye in such times, but it’s good to see
you’re all prepared for the next phase of your life. A
happy farewell to you. As you navigate your way
through life, my only wish is that you keep learning
from your experiences, and count your blessings in the
process..I am sure you will find your calling and your
passion, till then keep exploring and making every
moment count. Keep up the good work and know that
we are already so proud of each one of you.
- Prof. Anu Mishra

This is the beginning of the new for you all. I wish
you all the love, luck and success in all your future
endeavors. I know the time is hard upon us and have
been so from the last year, but I trust you all would
shine bright and be one of the best in your respective
fields. Choose things that interests you most and not
because that is the only option. Mostly, stay in touch
and keep visiting for making the most of the lost
time.
- Prof. Twinkle Maheshwary

Farewell
Wish you happy entry into a world of responsibility.
Happy learnings from people, life, and serendipity.
They will carry you from hereon.
Learnings are,
sometimes said, but a lot remains unsaid.
Sometimes taught, but a lot felt and experienced.
Memories are,
like clots of injury; they travel inside us.
But remember them when it pains or blocks our heart.
You have gathered us here, in intimate thoughts.
So, take us along, and we keep you with us.
One day,
we shall meet, but it won’t be the same.
On new roads extending new journeys.
You would have learn’t the knacks, and come as attorneys.
Alas! we part,
amidst these cacophonic times.
With emotions deep, and sorrow sweet,
I just want to let you know I have seen you grow, but have to let you go.

- Prof. Dr. Rakesh Nambiar

These two batches are nearly like best of both worlds. They will enjoy, go on trips, hang out, play
PUBG in class 😁 and will be equally engaged in classes. They will make sure to make you believe
that if you are working hard for them they will reciprocate. I remember teaching them from 3rd
years to their last and I have enjoyed every bit of it. Their energies helped me to work more
sincerely and systematically at my job which I will cherish forever.
-Prof. Deepika Chhangani
Dear batch of 2021,
You are the first batch of students that I taught at NMIMS.
You are smart, knowledgeable, fearless and hardworking. I hope you chase your dreams passionately.
You have all the qualities to be successful.
Here's wishing you happiness, success and all the very best for the future.
-Prof. Unni Ramchandran
I am so overwhelmed nostalgic to pen down the farewell note for my beloved students of batch 201621. We have shared wonderful memories during our lectures. I still remember the special hand written
note by each of you in a beautiful box, you won't believe... I cried that day recieving so much love.
The respect, cooperation and excellence that you showed motivated me not only as a Professor but as
a learner.
It is said that "The influence of teaching extends beyond classroom well into future". I hope, the bond
that I share with you all remain even after you pass out from the college. Every student is special to
me and I wish you achieve all success and happiness.
Lots of Love & Blessings
- Prof. Richa Kashyap

Messages from Juniors
All the best for a two year LLM. But on a serious note, thank you for being so helpful and chill
with us about literally everything (and for being the reason plagiarism check is so hard on us).
-Anvita TY BA LLB

I hold a grudge against 2020 for taking away one year worth of chaos, confusion and
beautiful memories from all of us. But as Winnie the Pooh said, I feel extremely lucky to
have something that makes saying goodbye so difficult. Although it may seem like an end
in many ways, it is but an end of a beginning. I will miss all of you and cherish every
conversation.
-Saloni Khandelwal 4Y BA LLB
Sanika: You're literally the human equivalent of a hug! Thank you for being so sweet and
supportive, always <3 Cheers to a new journey!
Gargi: Thank you so much for your love and guidance during Meraki '19-'20! Couldn't
have done it without you:)
Nidhi Agarwal: You're one of the sweetest and most inspiring people I've ever met! You're
the person I want to grow up to be :)) Thank you for making Meraki, Loquitur, and the
NLS trip so special!
Bhakti: Thank you for making the NLS trip so memorable! You're a beautiful person
inside out and the KPMSOL corridor will be a little less bright without you in it
-Riya Karkera TY BA LLB

♡

Nimit: I never thought we could gel so well and become such good friends but really grateful to
Meraki to have made me meet you. From spending numerous hours in college working together,
scamming people and shouting/fighting with each other, we surely have come a long wayyy!
Thank you for listening to all my rants and making me laugh almost always (Yes, for once I'm
agreeing you are funny, only because this is public) Going to cherish this friendship always!
Thank you for making Meraki and Law School so much better and thank you for continuing to do
the same
Evanshi- Thank you for being the sweetest senior and all the fun times we've had bullying Nimit making fun of him hahahhaha. Thank you for making train travels less boring by gossiping our
hearts out for 40 mins straight! Love your ootds, keep giving us fashion inspo ❤
Gargi: Thank you for all the fun times we've had during Meraki'20, can't imagine doing Meraki
without your impromptu dances, big boss quarrels, dena bank trips and friendly banter. To top it
all miss doing a photoshoot for you hahahah.
Moksha: Thank you for considering me as your successor. Thank you for always motivating me
and being that cheerleader who always makes me do everything better. Thank you for all the
memories. Lots of love.
Chaitanya Suri: Thank You for being the most humble and the sweetest senior. Thank you for
always motivating me to do my best for Meraki!! Lots of Love
-Kanishka Bubna TY BA LLB

Prabhanshu: You were hands down, one of the sweetest head any committee has ever had.
Thank you for being such an amazing friend to me. I look forward to having many more
meaningful and intellectually enriching conversations with you! I wish you great success in
your future endeavours as well.
- Aashirwa Baburaj TY BA LLB (Editor-in-chief)

Messages
From your batchmates

Writing this message has a catch; the end is very near. To all juniors, pressure mat lena; internship chahiye ho to bata
dena. Internship nai bhi toh hosala bharpoor milega. To all the faculties, you have our respect, always. We love you all.
-Saurabh Sharma

मुंबई ने दौड़ना सीखाया, दो त ने जीना सीखाया, गु के बारे म या ही क ँ ? आज उ ही क लीखावट ँ म।
-Aman Sanjay Sethiya

To the KapmSoL Fam,
We have always shared good feedbacks and not-so-good feedbacks, stressful times and playful memories, but above it all
the beauty and the takeaway is so much in how we have formed ourselves into better persons by, learning from and
continually finding support in each other. Thank you for becoming the positive force!
-Clarissa D'lima

I wanna thank everyone from friends to faculty to make these years memorable for me! I'll cherish these memories for a
lifetime!
-Ayush Jhingran

Will miss sitting on the second last bench, will miss BA Batch, will miss rushing downstairs in 15 mins break, will miss all
the professors and the entire college, will miss everything so so much
-Priyanshu Agarwal

Shreya is the best Prezi!
-Apoorva Chandrachur

Law school would not have been possible without Komal, Anshita and Saurabh. I am blessed to have them and they
literally picked me up in all my lows. Love you guys!
-Ritu Jhagwani

Thank you for making me the person I am today. The past five years have been a roller coaster ride and each and
everyone has played an immensely important role. I cherish the conversations, the discussions, the eating, going out,
library studying sessions. I wish we weren’t departing like we are. Nonetheless thank you all
-Moksha

My most heartfelt gratitude to Professors Richa Kashyap, Deepika Chhangani and Afrin Khan (not necessarily in order.
Can never quantify mentorship). They have guided me, shown me different opportunities to pursue, and encouraged and
equipped me to go after them. Thank you, Professors, for always blessing me with your precious time and invaluable
advice. If I teach even half as well as you taught me, I'd consider myself successful. Hope to do you proud. My friends- we
aren't done with each other yet! This is just the beginning. We have so many chapters to go. Don't flip the pages too fast.
-Shaarang Anirudh

Everybody who survived this Armageddon is an absolute LEGEND
-Krish Jain

SOL Sharks Family - I will miss you guys
-Gaffer(Kartik Mishra )

My thank you extends to each and every teacher of kappamsol❤
-Anshita Agrawal

Everyone whom I know in this college is special but I would like to mention few names without whom Mumbai and
college life is not possible. So I start with Sanyukta, Shaarang, Aflatoon Members (my roommates) Komal, Abhay,
Clarissa, Rutvi, Pavan, Shubham, Moksha and many more. For professors, I definitely mention Richa's Ma'am
contribution and their support throughout my college hours, Shrikant Sir( my Inspiration), Ravi Sir, Deepika ma'am.
Shirku sir once told me- कम से कम एक स जे ट से यार कर लो and that will definitely help u in achieving your goal with an
extra edge.
-Vikram Kumar

Thank you to the professors for being extremely kind and caring towards us.
-Divya Priyank

5 Years of Law School! Well, no matter how much you rant about your college, it's undeniable that you learn soo much in
these years. I have met some of the most wonderful people here, professors who have become more like my friends,
friends who are now my family and some amazing juniors. Gonnaa miss these people I am glad I have something soo
beautiful to look back at!
-Garima Agrawal

♥

I am very grateful to every teacher who has taught me or has been my mentor in past five years. Thank you very much!
-Pratiti Shah

NMIMS School of Law might have some really weird rules and absurd way of working, but it has compensated for the
dictatorship by giving us the best faculty we could ask for. Teacher during lectures and a peer/friendly guide in the
meantime describes my bond with many of the professors in the law school.
-Sanika Surve

Every single person at KPMSOL.
-Armaan Motiwala

Shout out to all the teachers and seniors for helping me invaluably throughout this five-year journey. Special thanks to
the two most important pillars in my law school, Anunay and Abhay for constantly being there from Plan A to Z.
-Pragya Gupta

You find a different version of yourself with each person. College teaches you to value and love every version of you.
Never feel guilty for who you are. Your vibe attracts your tribe. :')
-Radhika Goenka

Entire very supportive batch of BA. LLB 2021, Friends at BBA Batch (OC), Grateful to all the faculties especially Ravi
Saxena Sir for shaping my half a decade in and around the corridors. Shrikant Sir for aspiring to become well read
lawyers. Words can't do justice to company of Pragya and Abhay for always being there. Dearest flatmates Saurabh,
Prabhu, Vikram, Aman, Rajeev. And, for always keeping things light and adventurous in the classroom, the backbenchers
of my batch.
-Anunay Shirvastava

Half a decade at law school cannot be traded off against anything ever. Immensely proud to be a part of the batch which
stood up for anything and everything collectively. We wouldn’t have been able to make it this far without our professorsfrom seeking inordinate number of project extensions to balancing attendances and a lot more. Beautiful journey with
too many memories to look back upon.
-Vaishnavi Vyas

So long and thanks , as I can't believe it has ended like this but then it was bound to happen.
-Smeet Madlani

Rutvi, Akanksha, Garima, Divya, Priyanshu, Abhijit, Shrreya: I really cannot imagine my college life without you all.
Thank you for being a family away from home. You all are the biggest gift this college has given me. Thank you for
tolerating my craziness all these years. Love you all.
-Pragya Mishra

Nikita Gupta, please move to Delhi with me <3
-Ishanvi Mishra

Shout out to Tanvi, would not have made it without you. Much thxxxx.
-Anushka Sharma

Thank you to all teachers who've walked out of our class at least thrice every semester. We've learnt patience over the
years from you. BBA loves you soo much ❤
-Bhakti

Thank you for tolerating us for 5 years :P and being kind towards attendance. Thank you for being the most caring and
supportive faculty any one can have (especially Richa Ma'am).
-Divya Priyank1

Each breathe was an angry little victory, thanks to Garoaang, Prateek, Moksha, Dushyant, Abhigya, Bhanvi, Divija,
Teesta, Puneet, Ishanvi and Anvita for these 5 years most memorable.
-Dhananjai Shekhawat

I don’t even know where to begin, I want to thank every single professor, student, admin and even the security and peons
(lol) for making the past 5 years the rollercoaster ride that they were. I wouldn’t change a single thing about my college
life for the world. It’s been a very full life, and I am extremely grateful to each one of you for making it that way. Also, I
lowkey want to apologise to my professors for scamming my way through projects (no one ever found out, but now I
can say it 😂)
-Nikita Gupta

I just can't believe it's been FIVE years!! It's such an emotional moment. Seemed too long when we were starting in 2016.
Fast forward to 2021 and tadaa, it's already time to bid adieu. With COVID-19, it has only gotten worse. Nonetheless, It
was indeed a beautiful journey. Made a lot of mistakes, Learnt a lot of things, juggled between internships and
attendance, given innumerable projects and vivas, met some beautiful people, and got the opportunity to learn from
finest teachers here at SOL. Sooner than I knew it, SOL became like a home away from home. Cutting it short, You
know the sad feeling of not making it to the top national law schools? Well, I'd say that sometimes, even the wrong train
takes us to the right station. KPMSOL is that station for me. ❤
-Anshul Mordia

As Snoop Dogg famously said - I want to thank me for believing in me, for never quitting, for being me at all times. Of
course, Sunil sir’s generosity, Rakesh Sir’s Eloquence, Deepika And Twinkle Ma’am’s Friendly nature, Afrin Ma’am’s
Efforts, will forever leave an imprint in my mind.
-Samanyu Kumar

Thank you for the best time ever <3
-Bhoomi Shah

Special thank you to all the teachers right from our first year who put up with our batch and taught us each day with the
same enthusiasm and passion!
-Rutvi Doshi

Thank you for the attendance.
-Gargi Chatterjee

I'd like to thank all our faculty members and some fellow classmates too for lessons that will remain with me for
life!
- Nimit Gupta

KPMSOL faculties have been very kind in even entertaining our frivolous doubts, I thank all my teachers for constantly
supporting me during my mooting days, in my research papers, even projects and will miss them a lot, especially a few of
them:
Richa Ma'am: Your constant support has been amazing and I hope we strengthen our bond this way even after college, I will
miss you because you have been approachable and friendly in a way I could always dream of.
Deepika Ma'am: Your love and your fancy way of teaching us along with your fun activities, just made us experience college
during the pandemic. Thank you for always being there, your amazing way of teaching and motivating us has been truly
inspiring, will miss you a lot.
Srikant Sir: Your anecdotes, your jokes, your way of saying 'No', your CPC and Constitutional law classes, your ever inspiring
igniting spirit has nurtured us during the mooting days the most, we will miss you sir.
Twinkle Ma'am: Thank you for always being there for me, your support has meant a lot and you have given us wonderful
learning opportunities, will definitely miss you ma'am.
Preyash Sir: Thank you for your practical guidance sir and giving us an opportunity to be creative while being at SOL.
A few thoughts for those who have always got my back these 5 years:
Pragya: Your supportive attitude is something I will always look forward to even after college, because our bond is not
limited to the college, we have had a lot of memories together, at college, at my home, and of course birthday parties, what I
cherish the most is your ever helping attitude, which I know is 24*7 for me.
Garima: Your finesse, your love for earrings are somethings which I will always remember even after college, just be the way
you are and always be in touch. I will look forward to having those funny moments whenever we meet.
Rutvi: I have been very close to you, right from 2nd year, I have known you and I Know that you are gem of a person, I will
always cherish our midnight preparations for moot and your rebuttals in the preliminary round, which you had to speak
because I was very nervous, and finally you didn't speak them in the finals, but we won and our team spirit was always
appreciated, while we know what internally things were like..
Harsh: Your hardworking attitude during the moot, your constant passing of chits, you taking up our trials before the oral
rounds, even afterwards, you and I have had a bond which we will always cherish.
Abhijit: The Rap Guy, the amazing stage artist, I have never told you this, but I and mom watch your finesse to flex videos
every time, thank you for always being that Bhel Puri partner and supporting me in every manner possible.
Clarissa: I know how it is to be called two topper talking constantly to each other in corridors, but I really miss those
conversations, and you. Be the same you are.
Divya: Thank you for being there for me and giving me ideas which made my personal life a lot simpler.
Aman, Saurabh and Prabhanshu- will miss you guys, as you added comedy to our monotonous lives, especially Saurabh's
being busy, inter alia, and client counselling, Prabhanshu's intellectual thoughts and Aman's famous dialogue- that its better
to learn the Constitution of India rather than mugging up mathematical formulae. Thank you dear batch mates and juniors,
who have directly, indirectly helped me in any manner
-Akanksha Badika

Thanks to all the teachers for bearing with us😂 and honestly I didn't talk to most of the people in my batch but
these two friends I made since day 1, Lavina and Pranjali, I can't thank NMIMS enough for them. I am really blessed
to have them and I mean it.
- Jyotsana

Quarantined
The pandemic didn't feel real at first, it was like taking a long
break from the routine of the past four years. But when we
realised what we were missing out on, even the most normal
thing like getting a coffee together with my mates in the 10
minute break or the most silly jokes in class, it was cherished
and longed. What law school gave us was a toolkit to acquire
life skills we'd need in life, but when college was limited to
online meetings, new ways of catching up and having fun were
developed. But all the while, my lame friends and classmates
have been close to the heart, in hope of seeing each other but
never saying 'goodbyes' :)
-Sanjana Bhasin

For every single person in this world. If you think about it, the
enormity of this whole thing, how a single word invokes
memories familiar to 7 billion people, is kind of fascinating.
But for KPMSOL, batch of 2020, there is a lot more to it. We
were robbed of a lot of opportunities, a lot of moments to be
spent together and every single ‘one last time’. However,
through all of this, we still managed to fight our way through
zoom calls and masks to make some of the most incredible
memories together. If your support system hasn’t crashed even
after a year of being scattered across the country, you know
it’s a solid one. 2020 and SOL have given me just that- a solid
support system of beautiful people. 10 years down the line,
when all of this has passed, we would be at our reunion,
laughing and feeling nostalgic about that one year when we
attended lectures out of our blankets.
Until then,
-Nikita Gupta

Quarantined
While the batch of 2021 was planning around to set goals that would have the
potential to bring certainty for the final year which lay ahead of them, the
lockdown came in with its waves of uncertainty, like a cloudburst in the midst
of chirpy spring, that washed away all the cheer.
And though the talk of COVID taking over was around the town by early March
2020, the batch of 2021, was too lost making presentations and planning
internships to take heed of another virus. But the announcement of the
nationwide lockdown on March 24, 2020, brought in confusion for most and for
some strange sigh of relief from the daily run of college. Little did we, in the
midst of all our confusion, know that this would be the last of our moments
together as a class, as a batch.
As for me, the time ahead was the most "vela" period of my ungraduated
academic life. It felt like all those ignored advices that told me to “chill” since
my first year at law-school had come to take their collective revenge for being
long ignored. The only hope that kept me from sinking into a state of perceived
uselessness was the hope of having term end exams for the academic year 201920. However, the cancellation of the exams successfully shattered that thin sheet
of hope which I was standing on.
Adding to the negatives, my area of interest was real estate law. So, when
everyone got to writing papers and attending webinars on their preferred
domain of knowledge, I would try to read-up on the updates in my area of
interest every next day and lament on the crashing of the sector every other.
Absorbing enough of the negativity, at a point somewhere in May 2020, I had
almost convinced myself to give up the thought of finding an opportunity in real
estate practice and more so of law as a career itself and look for other backup
options. Me and my classmates have had rather hilarious discussions on this over
our VC sessions as we managed to keep our sail in the same boat going till the
start of the new academic year.
Over the subsequent months, the dead silence on the roads and in social spaces
was overcome by the noise of people getting on to the new normal and further
on, back to the same old normal. But for me, all the types of "normal" were
confined to the four walls of my room, which by then had transformed into my
classroom, my intern area and my personal space (for whatever privacy all these
invasions had left me with). And somehow the academic year of 2020-21 came to
a close within those four walls, saving a ton of energy that would otherwise be
expended in the battle of finding personal space in the overcrowded local trains.
But at the close of it all, one of the pertinent realisations has been, that the so
often complained about "8-classroom" college campus (coz I like oxymorons)
which had the warmth of camaraderie in all our shared meals, shared hugs,
shared rants and much more, would anytime be so much more desirable than the
cold virtual college where lone lectures were seasoned with some life bearing
GIFs and sustained by the unfailing dedication of the faculty. Its strange how a
virus sabotaged our final year on the command of dear destiny!
-Clarissa D'lima

